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Abstrat

We give a new deision proedure for the guarded frag-

ment with equality. The proedure is based on resolu-

tion with superposition. We argue that this method

will be more useful in pratie than methods based on

the enumeration of ertain �nite strutures. It is sur-

prising to see that one does not need any sophistiated

simpli�ation and redundany elimination method to

make superposition terminate on the lass of lauses

that is obtained from the lausi�ation of guarded for-

mulas. Yet the deision proedure obtained is optimal

with regard to time omplexity. We also show that the

method an be extended to the loosely guarded frag-

ment with equality.

Keywords: automated dedution, deidable fragments,

modal and temporal logis

1 Introdution

The loosely guarded fragment was introdued in

(Andr�eka, van Benthem & N�emeti 1996) as 'the modal

fragment of lassial logi'. It is obtained essentially

by restriting quanti�ation to the following forms:

8y[R(x; y)! A(x; y)℄; and 9y[R(x; y) ^A(x; y)℄:

These forms naturally arise when modal formulae are

translated into lassial logi using the standard trans-

lation based on the Kripke frames. The authors showed

there that the guarded fragment has many of the nie

properties of modal logis. In partiular it is deidable.

Any deision proedure for this fragment, hene, is a

deision proedure for those modal logis that an be

embedded into it, for exampleK;D; S3, and B. Gr�adel

(1997) has shown that equality an be admitted in the

guarded fragment without a�eting deidability. In the

fragment with equality additional logis suh as di�er-

ene logi an be expressed (where 3A means A holds

in a world di�erent from the present).

�
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de Nivelle (1998) has given a resolution deision pro-

edure for the guarded fragment without equality. In

his proedure, a non-liftable ordering is employed, and,

hene, some additional and non-trivial argument is re-

quired for proving refutational ompleteness. In this

paper we desribe in detail a deision proedure for

the guarded fragment with equality whih is based on

resolution and superposition. Despite the fat that

it applies to a larger fragment, our new proedure

is simpler than the one in (de Nivelle 1998) in that

we employ a liftable ordering (plus seletion) so that

we are able to re-use standard results about refuta-

tional ompleteness. Our method is also interesting as

there are not so many saturation-based deision pro-

edures for fragments with equality desribed in the

literature. Notable exeptions inlude (Ferm�uller &

Salzer 1993), where a resolution deision proedure

is given for the Akermann lass with equality, and

(Bahmair, Ganzinger & Waldmann 1993), where it

is shown that a ertain superposition strategy deides

the monadi lass with equality. Nieuwenhuis (1996)

proves the deidability of ertain shallow equational

theories by basi paramodulation.

The advantage of resolution or superposition de-

ision proedures over theoretial proedures based

on ollapsing models is that the former use synta-

ti, uni�ation-based inferenes to enumerate andi-

date witnesses of inonsisteny. There is experimental

evidene (Hustadt & Shmidt 1997) that suh proe-

dures perform well in pratie, in partiular they of-

ten will not exhibit the usually exponential or double-

exponential worst-ase omplexity of the respetive

fragments. Also, when having a exible saturation

theorem prover at hand, suh as SPASS (Weidenbah

1997), it suÆes to appropriately adjust its parameters

in order to eÆiently implement the proedure.

The results of this paper an be summarized as fol-

lows. (i) Ordered paramodulation with seletion is a

deision proedure for the GF with equality. No so-

phistiated redundany elimination methods are re-
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quired, and a straightforward (liftable) ordering and

seletion strategy suÆe. (ii) The proedure deides

the lass of guarded lauses whih is a proper superlass

of the GF with equality. (iii) The worst-ase time om-

plexity of the deision proedure is doubly-exponential

whih is optimal, given that the logi is 2EXPTIME-

omplete (Gr�adel 1997). (iv) Guarded lauses with

deep terms, although deidable in the ase without

equality, beome undeidable in the equational ase.

(v) The superposition-based deision method an be

extended to the loosely guarded fragment with equal-

ity, but is muh more involved there. For the extension,

hyper-inferenes whih simultaneously resolve a set of

guards are needed. Some non-trivial results are re-

quired about the existene of suitable partial inferenes

to avoid the generation of lauses whih are not loosely

guarded, together with meta-theorems about the refu-

tational ompleteness of these partial inferenes.

2 The Guarded Fragment

Definition 2.1 The formulas of the guarded fragment

GF of funtion-free �rst order logi are indutively de-

�ned as follows:

1. > and ? are in GF:

2. If A is an atom then A is in GF:

3. GF is osed under boolean ombinations.

4. If F 2 GF and G is an atom, for whih every free

variable of F is among the arguments of G; then

8x(G! F ) 2 GF (and, equivalently, 8x(:G_F ) 2

GF) and 9x(G ^ F ) 2 GF, for every sequene of

variables x:

The atomsG whih appear as onstraints for quanti�ed

variables are alled guards. Equations an also be used

as guards. These are examples of guarded formulae:

8x (x�x! p(x)); 9x (p(x) ^ q(x))

8yz (r(y; y; z)! ?); 8xy (r(x; y) ! r(y; x))

8xy (r(x; y) ! 9z r(y; z))

9x [R(w; x) ^ 8y (R(x; y)! p(y) ) ^ q(x)℄

The last formula is the translation of the modal formula

3(2p^q) with respet to a worldw. These are formulae

whih are not guarded:

8xy p(x; y)

8x (8y (r(x; y) ! r(y; x)))

8x

1

x

2

x

3

[p(x

1

; x

2

)! p(x

2

; x

3

)! p(x

1

; x

3

)℄:

The seond formula illustrates why, in the guarded

fragment, a quanti�ation over a sequene of variables

x annot generally be replaed by a series of single-

variable quanti�ations without violating the syntati

requirement for the presene of suitable guards. The

last formula states the transitivity of p. As this is not

guarded, for modal logis suh as S4 whih are based

on transitive frames the standard embedding methods

lead outside the guarded fragment.

3 The Superposition Calulus

For the deision proedure to be desribed below

we only need a rather weak form of the superposition

alulus of Bahmair & Ganzinger (1990), alled or-

dered paramodulation, for whih Hsiang & Rusinow-

ith (1991) have also given a ompleteness proof. Here

(ordered) paramodulation into the larger side of an

equation is permitted. We use the symbol � to denote

formal equality and do not distinguish between equa-

tions s� t and t� s. Disequations :(s� t) will also be

written as s 6� t. The alulus is lausal, where lauses

are multisets of literals L

1

; : : : ; L

k

, k � 0, whih we

write as disjuntions L

1

_ : : : _ L

k

. A lause is alled

positive if it does not ontain any negative literals. A

lause is alled ground or propositional if it ontains no

variables.

The alulus is parameterized by admissible order-

ings � and seletion funtions for negative literals

�, and for eah setting of the two parameters it is

refutationally omplete. For dealing with the order-

ings it is useful to view non-equational atoms of the

form p(t

1

; : : : ; t

k

), with p a prediate symbol di�erent

from equality, as a shorthand notation for an equation

p(t

1

; : : : ; t

k

)� tt. In this enoding, the atom is onsid-

ered a term (in a two-sorted signature with sorts i and

o), with tt a distinguished onstant of sort o, and where

prediates are viewed as funtions of sort o, taking ar-

guments of sort i. An admissible ordering � is any

total redution ordering on ground terms (inluding

non-equational ground atoms) in whih tt is minimal.

The multiset extension of �, again denoted �, is used

to ompare literals by identifying any positive [nega-

tive℄ equation s� t (inluding the equational enod-

ings of non-equational atoms) with the multiset fs; tg

[fs; t; ttg℄. The ordering is extended to non-ground ex-

pressions by de�ning E � E

0

i�, for all ground substi-

tutions �, E� � E

0

�. Although admissible orderings

are total on ground terms and literals, they are only

partial on non-ground expressions. Whenever a literal

L ontains a unique maximal term we will denote it by

max(L). A seletion funtion � selets, in eah lause,

at most one (ourrene of a) negative literal. This

ourrene is alled seleted .

Inferenes involve eligible literals. A literal is alled

eligible in a lause C if either it is seleted in C (by �),

or else nothing is seleted in C, and it is a maximal

literal in C with respet to �. In partiular, a positive
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literal, sine it annot be seleted, is eligible only if the

respetive lause ontains no seleted (negative) literal.

The inferene rules are as follows:

Ordered Fatoring. From A

1

_A

2

_R derive A

1

� _

R� provided A

1

is eligible and � is the mgu of A

1

and A

2

:

Equality Fatoring. From t

1

�u _ t

2

� v _ R de-

rive u� 6� v� _ t

1

�� v� _ R� provided t

1

�u is

eligible and � is the mgu of t

1

and t

2

:

Reexivity Resolution. From t

1

6� t

2

_ R deriveR�

provided that t

1

6� t

2

is eligible and � is the mgu

of t

1

and t

2

:

Resolution. From A

1

_R

1

and :A

2

_R

2

derive R

1

�_

R

2

� provided that both A

1

and :A

2

are eligible

and � is the mgu of A

1

and A

2

:

Ordered Paramodulation. From t

1

�u _ R

1

and

L[t

2

℄_R

2

, where t

2

is not a variable, derive L[u℄�_

R

1

�_R

2

� provided that both t

1

�u and the literal

L[t

2

℄ are eligible, � is the mgu of t

1

and t

2

, and

u 6� t

1

:

The way in whih the order restritions are applied

here is a priori, i.e. before the uni�er is omputed. Su-

perposition is omplete also if the order restritions are

heked after the substitution is applied to the premises

(a posteriori heking), or even if they are attahed to

the lauses and inherited throughout inferenes. A pri-

ori heking has the advantage that the eligible literals

in a lause an be preomputed, before any inferene

is attempted. On the other hand, a posteriori appli-

ation is generally more restritive. For obtaining the

theoretial results in the present paper a priori ordering

onstraints turn out to be suÆiently powerful.

The alulus is refutationally omplete for any

hoie of admissible ordering and seletion funtion.

Moreover, the alulus is ompatible with a rather pow-

erful notion of redundany by whih don't-are non-

deterministi simpli�ation and redundany elimina-

tion an be justi�ed. In partiular, tautologies an

be eliminated and multiple ourrenes of literals in

lauses an be deleted. The notion of redundany al-

lows for muh more sophistiated simpli�ation meth-

ods whih, however, will not be required here, although

for good pratial performane some of them are in-

disensable. The fat that non-naive implementations

of superposition, suh as in the SPASS system, spend

most of their exeution time on simpli�ation rather

than searh is what makes them useful in the end.

Theorem 3.1 (Bahmair & Ganzinger, 1990)

Let N be a set of lauses that is saturated up to

redundany with respet to the above derivation rules.

Then N is unsatis�able if and only if N ontains the

empty lause.

4 The Deision Proedure

We will now desribe the deision proedure. We de-

�ne a notion of guarded lauses, and show that guarded

formulae an be translated into guarded lause sets.

We will obtain a resolution deision proedure by de�n-

ing a redution order � and a seletion funtion � that

fore an upper bound on the omplexity of the deriv-

able lauses.

4.1 Clausal Normal Form Translation

We rely on a spei� lausal normalform transforma-

tion for the guarded fragment. We may assume that

the given formula is in negation normal form, that is,

negation is only applied to atoms. We also assume

that impliations and equivalenes have been elimi-

nated by replaing them by equivalent formulas involv-

ing onjuntion, disjuntion, and negation. These stan-

dard transformations do not take a formula outside the

guarded fragment.

The next step is to replae ertain subformulae by

fresh names, together with a de�nition of the name.

1

We abstrat universally quanti�ed subformulae to re-

due the number of quanti�er alternations. Let F =

fF

1

; : : : ; F

n

g be a set of formulae in negation normal

form. The strutural transformation of GF is obtained

by iterating the following transformations: If F is a

formula in F ontaining a proper subformula of the

form 8x(:G _ H), with G the guard, then (i) add a

de�nition 8xy(:G_: �(y)_H) to F , and (ii) replae

the indiated subformula in F by �(y). Hereby it is as-

sumed that y is the set of variables that our in G, but

not in x, and that � is a new prediate name that does

not our in F . Observe that the strutural transfor-

mation, when applied to a set of guarded formulas also

yields a set of guarded formulas as result. Moreover,

all remaining universal quanti�ers are outermost, so

that any inner existential quanti�er ours in the sope

of all universally quanti�ed variables.

For the purposes of this paper, a straightforward

skolemization tehnique suÆes whih replaes any ap-

plied ourrene of an existentially quanti�ed variable

y by a term f(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

), with f a new Skolem fun-

tion symbol, if x

1

; : : : ; x

n

are the universally quanti-

�ed variables, in the sope of whih y ours. Af-

ter that replaement, all existential quanti�ers have

1

Suh transformations are alled strutural and are, for in-

stane, studied in (Baaz, Ferm�uller & Leitsh 1994). They are

alled strutural sine more of the struture of a formula will be

preserved when the formula is fatored.
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been removed. Finally, to obtain a set of lauses, dis-

tribute disjuntions over onjuntions, omit the univer-

sal quanti�ers (whih are all outermost) and onsider

any onjuntion of disjuntions as a set (of lauses).

Example 4.1 Consider the guarded formula

9x (n(x) ^ 8y [:(a(x; y) _

8z f:p(x; z) _ 9x (a(x; z) ^ (:b(z; z) _ :(x; x)))g℄).

The strutural transformation gives the set of formulas

9x [n(x) ^ �(x)℄;

8x; y [:a(x; y) _ :�(x) _ �(x)℄;

8x; z [:p(x; z) _ :�(x) _

9x (a(x; z) ^ (:b(z; z) _ :(x; x)))℄:

Skolemization yields

n() ^ �();

8x; y [:a(x; y) _ :�(x) _ �(x)℄;

8x; z [:p(x; z) _ :�(x) _

(a(fxz; z) ^ (:b(z; z) _ :(fxz; fxz)))℄:

Clausi�ation, �nally, produes this set of lauses:

n()

�()

:a(x; y)_:�(x)_ �(x)

:p(x; z)_:�(x)_ a(f(x; z); z)

:p(x; z)_:�(x)_:b(z; z)_:(fxz; fxz):

4.2 Guarded Clauses

The result of the tranformation are sets of guarded

lauses whih, in partiular, onsist of a spei� kind

of literals. A literal L is alled simple if eah term

in L either is a variable or else a funtional term

f(u

1

; : : : ; u

m

), m � 0, in whih all u

j

are variables

or onstants. Hene p(x; ; f(x)) and f(x; ) 6� y are

simple while :p(s(f(0); x)) and f(x; s(x))� g(x) are

not. A lause is alled simple if all literals are sim-

ple. A literal is alled overing if any non-ground and

non-variable subterm in the literal ontains all the vari-

ables of the literal. An expression is alled funtional

if it ontains a onstant or funtion symbol, and non-

funtional , otherwise.

Definition 4.2 A simple lause C is alled guarded if

it satis�es the following onditions:

(i) C is a positive, non-funtional, single-variable

lause; or

(ii) every funtional subterm in C ontains all the

variables of C, and, if C is non-ground, C ontains

a non-funtional negative literal, alled a guard, whih

ontains all the variables of C.

Clauses of the form (ii) are alled properly guarded,

while the onept of guards is void for the other types

of guarded lauses. A set of lauses is alled guarded if

all its lauses are guarded.

Note that if a guarded lause ontains a onstant it

must be a ground lause in whih terms have at most

depth 2. Also, any literal in a guarded lause is ov-

ering. De�nition 4.2 is more restritive than the or-

responding de�nition in (de Nivelle 1998). In the Se-

tion 5 we will disuss this issue in more detail.

These are some examples of guarded lauses where

suitable guards have been underlined.

p(0; s(0)) _  6� d _ q(s(0); f(0; 0))

p(x; x) _ q(x)

:p(y; x) _ :q(x; y; y) _ r(x + y; x� y; x)

:p(y; x) _ :q(x; y; y)

x 6� y _ x�(x + y)

The following lauses are not guarded:

:e(x) _ e(s(s(x))) (not simple)

:p(x) _ :q(y) _ r(x; y) (no guard)

:p(f(x; y)) _ p(x; y) (no guard)

:p(x; y) _ p(f(x); y) (not overing)

:p(x; y) _ p(0; g(x; y)) (onstant, but non-ground)

Theorem 4.3 The number of di�erent (up to variable

renaming) guarded lauses (without dupliate our-

renes of literals) over a �nite signature has a double

exponential upper bound.

Proof. Let a �nite signature be given. De�ne the

following parameters:

a

1

the maximal arity of funtion symbols

a

2

the maximal arity of prediate symbols

a the maximum of a

1

and a

2

n

1

the number onstant and funtion symbols + a

2

n

2

the number of prediate symbols

n the maximum of n

1

and n

2

:

The maximal size s of a simple atom is a

2

+ a + 1.

Therefore, the number of simple atoms over S is

bound by

n

s

= n

a

2

+a+1

:

Then the number of simple literals (modulo variable

renaming) is at most

l = 2n

a

2

+a+1

:

This is also an upper bound for the maximal number

of literals in a lause, sine a lause ontains at most

all possible literals over at most a

2

variables. Then

the number of guarded lauses that an be onstruted

from non-repeated literals is bound by

 = 2

l

= 2

2n

a

2

+a+1

:

2
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4.3 Preservation of Guardedness

We now show that guarded lauses are losed under

the paramodulation inferenes so that, using the Theo-

rem 4.3, saturating a given set of lauses under these in-

ferenes, ombined with eager elimination of dupliate

literals in lauses, yields a deision proedure for satis-

�ability. To that end we need to de�ne an appropriate

ordering and seletion funtion. For the ordering � we

may use any lexiographi path ordering on terms and

non-equational atoms based on a preedene � suh

that f �  � p � tt for any non-onstant funtion

symbol f , onstant , and prediate symbol p, respe-

tively. For the seletion funtion � we assume that

(i) if a lause is non-funtional and ontains a guard

then one of its guards is seleted by �; (ii) if a lause

ontains a funtional negative literal, one of these is se-

leted; and (iii) if a lause ontains a positive funtional

literal, but no negative funtional literal, no literal is

seleted, so that the maximality priniple applies for a

literal to be eligible for an inferene.

Lemma 4.4 Let L

1

; L

2

be two literals of a guarded

lause. Assume that L

2

ontains a non-ground fun-

tional term, while L

1

does not. Then L

2

� L

1

:

Proof. First observe that with the given assumptions

the alsue does not ontain any onstants. Let L

1

be a

literal, and let t be a non-ground funtional term in L

2

:

First suppose that L

1

is a non-equational literal of the

form [:℄p(u

1

; : : : ; u

n

) with variables u

i

. Moreover, any

of the u

i

also ours in t. With regard to the ordering,

non-equational literals of this form are identi�ed with

equations [:℄(p(u

1

; : : : ; u

n

)� tt). Let f be the leading

funtion symbol in t. Then f has a preedene greater

that any of the symbols in L

2

, and as t ontains all

variables of L

1

, we onlude that p(u

1

; : : : ; u

n

) � t �

max(L

2

) whih implies that L

1

� L

2

:

If L

1

is an equational atom u� v, by a similar rea-

soning we infer that t � u and t � v, from whih again

L

1

� L

2

is inferred. 2

Lemma 4.5 With � and � as de�ned above, a literal

in a lause is eligible for an inferene only if it ontains

all the variables of the lause.

Lemma 4.6 Let � be the most general uni�er of

two simple non-equational atoms p(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) and

p(u

1

; : : : ; u

n

): Then p(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

)� is also simple.

Lemma 4.7 Let A and B be simple atoms suh that

(i) every variable ourring in B also ours in A; (ii)

every variable that ours in a funtional term of B

also ours in a funtional term of A; and (iii) every

funtional term of B ontains all the variables of A:

Then for any substitution �,

(i) if A� is simple, then B� is simple,

(ii) every variable of B� ours in A�;

(iii) every variable ourring in a funtional term of

B� ours in a funtional term of A�:

(iv) Every funtional term of B� ontains all the vari-

ables of A�:

As a onsequene of the Lemma 4.4, if a lause is

non-ground, any eligible literal either ontains a (non-

ground) funtional term or else there is no funtional

term in the entire lause. The preeeding lemma an

therefore be applied to any eligible literal A and any

other literal B in a guarded lause.

Lemma 4.8 A fator of a guarded lause is guarded.

Lemma 4.9 An equality fator of a guarded lause is

guarded.

Lemma 4.10 A lause obtained by reexivity resolu-

tion from a guarded lause, is guarded.

Proof. The propositional ase the lemma is trivial.

For reexivity resolution to be appliable to a non-

propositional lause, the lause must be of the form

D = x 6� y _ C, with guard x 6� y and with C not on-

taining a funtional term. Clearly, the resolvent has

only simple literals and is either the empty lause or

has just one variable. In the latter ase the resolvent

either has a guard or is a positive lause. 2

Lemma 4.11 A resolvent of two guarded lauses is

guarded.

Proof. Let C

1

= A

1

_ D

1

and C

2

= :A

2

_ D

2

be the

lauses resolved upon, with � the mgu of A

1

and A

2

.

Then the onlusion is the lause D = D

1

� _ D

2

�.

As both A

1

and A

2

are simple, the literal A

1

� is also

simple. Applying the Lemma 4.7, part (i), we may infer

that all literals in D are simple. If there are funtional

terms inD then these ontain the same set of variables,

and all the variables of D, f. Theorem 4.7, parts (iii)

and (iv). In order to show that there is a guard in D

when one is needed, we distinguish as to whether or

not the lauses are ground.

Suppose that one of the C

i

is ground. In that ase

D is ground sine literals whih are eligible for an in-

ferene ontain all the variables of a lause.

Let us now assume that both C

1

and C

2

are non-

ground. Suppose that C

1

is not a positive lause over

one variable. Then C

1

must have a guard :G, and :G�

5



ours in D:Moreover, A

1

must have a funtional term

ontaining all the variables of C

1

. (Otherwise :G or

some other guard of C

1

would be seleted and the in-

ferene would not be possible). As A

1

� is simple, �

assigns a variable to eah variable in C

1

: Therefore,

the literal :G� has only variables as arguments. Sine

:G� ontains all the variables of A

1

�; it ontains all

variables of D, and, hene, is a guard. If C

1

is a pos-

itive, single-variable lause, and if :A

2

is not a guard

then any guard of C

2

beomes a guard of D. If there

is no guard in D then the resolvent is a single-variable,

positive lause.

Finally, the resolvent does not ontain a onstant

unless one of the premises does. In that ase both the

premise and the resolvent are ground. 2

Lemma 4.12 Any lause obtained by a superposition

inferene from two guarded lauses is guarded.

Proof. Let C

1

= L[u℄ _ D

1

be the main premise, C

2

=

t

1

� t

2

_ D

2

the side premise, and D = L[t

2

℄� _ D

1

� _

D

2

� be the onlusion, respetively, of the inferene,

with � the mgu of t

1

and u.

We �rst onsider the ase where C

2

is ground. If

t

2

is not a onstant then also t

1

is not a onstant, as

otherwise the ordering onstraints would blok the in-

ferene. Superposition inferenes into variables are ex-

luded so that u must be a funtional term ontaining

all the variables of the lause. Hene, all variables in

u beome grounded by �, D is ground, and ontains

simple literals only.

If C

2

is non-ground, then t

1

� t

2

has to ontain all

the variables and at least one of the t

1

or t

2

is a fun-

tional term. (Otherwise the guard in C

2

would be se-

leted and the lause annot appear as the side premise

of the inferene.) The ordering restritions, therefore,

imply that t

1

is funtional, ontaining all the variables

of the lause, whereas t

2

an be a variable, or a fun-

tional term. The possible forms of u are also restrited.

u annot be a variable. u an be a funtional term

ontaining all the variables of C

2

, or a ground term.

Suppose that u is ground and uni�able with t

1

. Then

u is not a onstant, C

2

is ground, and u ours as an

argument to a prediate in C

2

. Then, D is a ground

lause and is simple sine t

2

� is either a onstant of a

funtional term with onstant arguments. If u is not

ground � is a variable renaming and, in partiular, both

D

1

� and D

2

� are guarded. Moreover, L[t

2

℄� is simple.

It is easily heked that the guards of C

1

� and C

2

� an

both serve as guards of D. 2

Theorem 4.13 Let � and � be as spei�ed. For all

the inferenes of the ordered paramodulation alulus,

if the premises are guarded, so is the onlusion.

Theorem 4.14 The fragment of guarded lauses is de-

idable by ordered paramodulation.

Proof. By the Theorem 4.13 all derivable lauses are

guarded, and the number of suh lauses is �nite, f.

Theorem 4.3. In ase an ordering onstraint for an

inferene is not obviously satis�ed

2

one may simply

hek whether or not the onlusion is a guarded lause

and disregard the inferene if it is not. As inferenes

are sound also in ases where the ordering onstraints

are violated and as sound onsequenes may always be

added without endangering ompleteness of the alu-

lus,

3

the theorem follows. 2

The theorem an also be extended to guarded

lauses ombined with unrestrited ground lauses.

There one replaes in the initial lause set any ground

(sub-) term s of depth greater than 2 by a new on-

stant a

s

, together with the de�ning equation a

s

� s.

This preserves satis�ablity and produes a lause set

whih is guarded.

4.4 Complexity

The omplexity of our deision proedure is double

exponentional. Gr�adel has shown in (Gr�adel 1997) that

the deision problem for the guarded fragment with

equality is 2EXPTIME-omplete, so our proedure is

theoretially optimal. We use the fat, f. Theorem 4.3,

that the number of guarded lauses is doubly exponen-

tially bound and show that the saturation proess has

no primitive operation that has more than exponential

omplexity.

Theorem 4.15 The superposition deision proedure

an be implemented in 2EXPTIME.

Proof. We reuse the notation de�ned in the proof of

the Theorem 4.3. It is lear that the spae omplex-

ity of the proedure is dominated by the spae that is

needed to store the lauses. Hene, we obtain a spae

2

The riterion provided by the Lemma 4.4 an be easily ex-

tended into a omplete deision proedure for the ordering on-

straints as they arise with guarded lauses, but we do not want

to prove this laim formally.

3

In general this is not entirely trivial if, as we do here, ad-

missible simpli�ations are applied eagely. Note that we have

to eliminate repeated ourrenes of literals in lauses, whih is

a simpli�ation overed by the notion of redundany for lauses

and inferenes in (Bahmair & Ganzinger 1990). There it is

shown that redundany is preserved under the addition of arbi-

trary logial onsequenes as well as under the deletion of redun-

dant lauses.
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omplexity of s� l� . For the time omplexity, observe

that suitable abstrations of the ordering and seletion

ontraints for the inferenes an be heked in polyno-

mial time, f. the proof of Theorem 4.14. Then one may

show that the time needed to do a subsumption hek

is in O(l

3

s): In fat, one �rst mathes the guard with

at most l literals. After that one has to try to math

eah of the l remaining literals with one of the l literals

of the other lause. This gives a total of l

3

attempted

mathes. Sine eah mathing an take up to s time,

this number has to be multiplied by s: Knowing the

time omplexity for subsumption for guarded lauses,

we an estimate the time omplexity of our method as

a whole. The algorithm has to try all pairs of liter-

als, and in the ase that a resolvent is possible, it has

to hek that the resolvent is not subsumed by one of

the existing lauses. This takes time in O((l)

2

(l

3

s)).

This iteration has to be repeated at most  times, re-

sulting in a bound in O((l)

2



2

l

3

s). This number is

roughly equal to 

4

whih gives the desired double ex-

ponential time omplexity.

Finally we should also onsider the time and spae

omplexity of the lausal normal form translation. It

is well-known that the transformation to normal form

an take at most single exponential time, whih is ne-

gletible ompared to the double exponential time ob-

tained above. The (strutural) elimination of equiva-

lenes is slightly more triky here as the result has to

be a guarded formula. 2

5 Weakly Guarded Clauses

The notion of guarded lause as given in the Def-

inition 4.2 is more restritive than the one given in

(de Nivelle 1998). There, terms of arbitrary depth are

allowed provided that they are either ground, or on-

tain all variables of the lause. We repeat the formal

de�nition:

Definition 5.1 A lause C is alled weakly guarded,

if (i) every non-ground funtional term in C ontains

all the variables of C; and (ii) if C is non-ground it

ontains a negative literal, all of whih arguments are

onstants or variables, and whih ontains all the vari-

ables of the lause.

This notion was inspired by the E

+

-lass. Every lause

whih is guarded is also weakly guarded, but the on-

verse is not true in general.

Theorem 5.2 Satis�ablity is undeidable for �nite

sets of weakly guarded lauses if equational atoms are

admitted. The fragment remains undeidable if all

ground terms are onstants.

The Post Correspondene Problem an be redued to

this deision problem. This is essentially due to the fat

that equations of the form f(x; y)�x make terms on-

taining a variable in a nested funtional term equal to a

term that violates the ondition that funtional terms

should ontain all variables of a lause. For example

from the guarded lauses :p(x; y) _ p(s(f(x; y))) and

:(x; y) _ f(x; y)�x we may dedue the non-guarded

lause :p(x; y) _ p(s(x))g: This shows that variables

in nested funtional terms annot be ombined with

equality.

6 The Loosely Guarded Fragment

Our method an be generalized to the so alled

loosely guarded fragment. It obtained by weakening

the ondition (4) in the De�nition 2.1 as follows: If

F is loosely guarded and G

1

; : : : ; G

n

are atoms, with

variables as arguments, then the formulae 8x(G

1

^� � �^

G

n

! F ) and 9x(G

1

^� � �^G

n

^F ) are loosely guarded,

provided that (i) every free variable of F ours in a

G

i

; and (ii) every pair of variables y

1

; y

2

; whih are free

in F; and of whih at least one is among the x; our

together in one of the G

i

: We all the entire onjun-

tion G

1

^ � � � ^ G

n

the guard of the formula, and any

onjunt a guard atom.

In the loosely guarded fragment the until operator

an be expressed, whih annot be expressed in the

guarded fragment. P until Q an be translated as:

9y (Rxy ^Qy ^ 8z (Rxz ^ Rzy! Pz)):

Transitivity of R, though, annot be expressed in the

loosely guarded fragment. In the formula

8x; y; z (Rxy ^ Ryz ! Rxz)

there is no atom in the guard in whih the variables x

and z o-our. In fat, Ganzinger, Meyer & Veanes

(1999) have shown that allowing for a single transitive

relation makes the LGF undeidable in general.

A CNF transformation similar to the one desribed

in the Setion 4.1 leads to what we all loosely guarded

lauses:

Definition 6.1 A simple lause C is alled loosely

guarded if it satis�es the following onditions:

(i) C is a positive, non-funtional, single-variable

lause; or

(ii) C ontains no onstants, every funtional subterm

in C ontains all the variables of C, and C ontains a

set of negative, non-funtional literals :A

1

; : : : ;:A

n

in

C, n � 0, alled a guard of C, suh that every pair of

variables that ours in C ours together in one of the

atoms A

i

.
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Propositional simple lauses are admitted. They have

an empty guard.

The main modi�ation of the deision proedure is

that in ases where previously a guard atom needed to

be seleted in a lause now a set of literals may on-

stitute a guard, and some of these have to be resolved

simultaneously. Therefore, resolution needs to be gen-

eralized to (ordered) hyper-resolution. The basis for

this are more general seletion funtions � whih now

may selet an entire, possibly empty set of ourrenes

of negative literals in a lause. Now a literal is alled

seleted if it ours in the set of seleted literals of a

lause.

Ordered Hyperresolution with Seletion

A

1

_ R

1

: : : A

k

_ R

n

:B

1

_ : : : _ :B

n

_ R

R

1

� _ : : : _ R

n

� _R�

where (i) either the :B

j

are the literals seleted

by � in the main premise, or else n = 1, nothing is

seleted in :B

1

_R, and :B

1

is maximal in :B

1

_

R, (ii) the A

i

are eligible in the side premises A

i

_

R

i

, and (iii) � is the mgu of the tuples (A

1

; : : : ; A

n

)

and (B

1

; : : : ; B

n

).

Given a hyperresolution inferene of this form, we

speak of a partial inferene produing a partial on-

lusion D whenever there exists a non-empty subset

j

1

; : : : ; j

k

of the indies 1 � j � n and

D =

_

1�i�k

R

j

i

� _

_

i 62fj

1

;:::;j

k

g

:B

i

� _ R�;

with � the mgu of (A

j

1

; : : : ; A

j

k

) and (B

j

1

; : : : ; B

j

k

).

The extended alulus is refutationally omplete

and ompatible with a notion of redundany by whih

the usual simpli�ation mehanisms (tautology elim-

ination, ondensement, subsumption) an be justi-

�ed. There is no published result that exatly overs

this alulus, but it is easy to generalize the results

in (Bahmair & Ganzinger 1990) appropriately.

The orderings whih we may use for the deision

proedure are the same as for the non-loose ase. The

seletion funtion � should satisfy these restritions:

(i) If a lause C is non-funtional and ontains a

guard L

1

_ : : : _ L

k

then all the literals of one of the

guards of C are seleted by �;

(ii) if a lause ontains a funtional negative literal,

one of these is seleted; and

(iii) if a lause ontains a positive funtional literal but

no negative funtional literal, then no literal is seleted,

so that the maximality priniple applies for a literal to

be eligible for an inferene.

In order to prove that with this ordering and sele-

tion strategy, ordered paramodulation beomes a dei-

sion proedure for the LGF, two problems have to be

solved. There are two more ompliations in the loosely

guarded ase. The �rst problem is that onlusions of

inferenes might beome too deep.

Example 6.2 (de Nivelle & Rijke, 1999) The

following lause D is loosely guarded:

:a

1

(x; y) _ :a

2

(y; z) _ :a

3

(z; x)

_ b

1

(x; y) _ b

2

(y; z) _ b

3

(z; x)

There are no funtional terms, therefore the three

guard literals are seleted. The following three lauses

are andidates for a hyperresolution inferene:

C

1

= :p

1

(u) _ a

1

(fu; fu);

C

2

= :p

2

(v) _ a

2

(v; gv);

C

3

= :p

3

(w) _ a

3

(gw;w);

It is possible to derive the hyperresolvent

:p

1

(u) _ :p

2

(fu) _ :p

3

(fu) _

b

1

(fu; fu) _ b

2

(fu; gfu) _ b

3

(gfu; fu);

with an mgu � = [x; y; v; w := fu; z := gfu℄. This

resolvent has a term depth greater than 2 whih is not

admitted for a loosely guarded lause

A remedy to this problem is to only resolve D with a

suitable subset of the side premises C

i

. In the example,

if we only resolve the seond and third guard literal of

D with C

2

and C

3

, respetively, we obtain the partial

onlusion

:a

1

(w;w) _ :p

2

(w) _ :p

3

(w)

_ b

1

(w;w) _ b

2

(w; gw) _ b

3

(gw;w):

The mgu of the partial inferene is [y; v; x := w; z :=

gw℄. This lause is loosely guarded, in partiular, not

too deep. It turns out that if an inferene is possi-

ble then one of the possible partial onlusions will be

a guarded lause. The proof makes use of the subse-

quent lemma whih is a speial ase of a theorem in

(de Nivelle & Rijke 1999).

Lemma 6.3 Let A

1

; : : : ; A

n

and B

1

; : : : ; B

n

be 2n � 2

simple literals suh that

(i) the B

i

are non-funtional;

(ii) for all x; y in Var(B

1

; : : : ; B

n

) there is an B

i

suh

that x; y is in Var(B

i

);

(iii) the A

j

are overing and funtional;

8



(iv) A

i

and A

j

, for i 6= j, have no ommon variables;

(v) the A

i

and the B

j

have no ommon variables;

(vi) the tuples (A

1

; : : : ; A

n

) and (B

1

; : : : ; B

n

) are

uni�able.

Then there exists a non-empty subset j

1

; : : : ; j

k

of the

indies 1 � j � n suh that the tuples (A

j

1

; : : : ; A

j

k

)

and (B

j

1

; : : : ; B

j

k

) are uni�able with an mgu � and

(i) any of the A

j

i

� ( = B

j

i

�) is simple and overing;

(ii) if x is a variable in any of the B

i

or A

j

i

and if y

is a variable in y� then y also ours in A

j

1

� .

The proof whih is given in full detail for the some-

what more general theorem in (de Nivelle & Rijke 1999)

is based on this observation: Let us assume, for sim-

pliity, that the A

i

are non-ground and that all non-

onstant symbols are binary. Then any of the A

i

is

of the form p(u; fuv), p(fuv; v), or p(fuv; guv), with

more variants arising from exhanging u and v in one

of the arguments. In the binary ase, if we neglet

the trivial one-variable ase, any of the guard atoms

is of the form p(x; y), with di�erent variables x and

y. The problem of unifying all the A

i

with the or-

responding B

i

, therefore, indues at least one uni�a-

tion problem of the form x = fxy, y = fxy, x = y,

fxy = fxy, or fxy = fyx on any pair x; y of vari-

ables in Var(B

1

; : : : ; B

n

). This is a onsequene of the

o-ourrene requirement (ii). If the uni�ation prob-

lem is solvable with an mgu � then the substitution

instanes x� of the variables x in Var(B

1

; : : : ; B

n

) are

totally ordered by the subterm ordering. Piking for

the j

i

those atoms in whih the variables have maxi-

mal depth M or depth M � 1 solves the problem.

The lemma overs exatly those uni�ation prob-

lems whih arise from hyperresolution inferenes with

guard atoms B

i

and orresponding positive atoms A

i

.

For the latter to be eligible for an inferene they all

have to ontain a funtional term. In other words,

with the lass of orderings � and seletion funtions �

whih we onsider for the LGF, we obtain this theorem:

Theorem 6.4 Suppose there is an inferene by hy-

perresolution with respet to � and �. Then one of

the paritial inferenes produes a (partial) onlusion

whih is a guarded lause.

Why does the existene of suitable partial inferenes

solve our problem with hyperresolution?

The answer is that the alulus remains om-

plete if, for any potential hyperinferene from side

premises C

1

; : : : ; C

k

and main premise D, rather than

adding the full onlusion, we add any don't-are non-

deterministially hosen partial onlusion. (A proof

of this fat in the non-equational ase has been given

in (Bahmair & Ganzinger 1997), and the extension

to the equational ase whih we onsider here is not

diÆult.) The riterion for whih partial onlusion

to hoose is simply that the onlusion should be a

guarded lause. With this modi�ation of the alulus,

the lass of guarded lauses is losed under its infer-

enes.

A seond, muh more simple problem, arises from

the fat that loosely guarded lauses over any given �-

nite signature may be arbitrarily long. Fortunately it is

not diÆult to see that the set of guarded lauses that

an be derived with our inferene system from an ini-

tially given �nite set of guarded lauses is �nite. This is

an immediate onsequene of the fat that the number

of variables does not inrease during an inferene:

Lemma 6.5 If D is the [partial℄ onlusion of an infer-

ene from premisesC

i

then jVar(D)j � max(jVar(C

i

)j).

Altogether we obtain:

Theorem 6.6 Ordered Paramodulation with hyper-

resolution based on seletion is a deision proedure

for the LGF.

7 Conlusions

We have shown that it is possible to e�etively de-

ide the [loosely℄ guarded fragment with equality by

superposition-based saturation provers. There is hope

that usable deision proedures an be obtained from

these results with existing standard theorem provers.

This hope is supported by our theoretial optimal-

ity result (in the non-loose ase) and by experimen-

tal evidene that has been obtained in using these

theorem proving tehniques in related appliation do-

mains (Hustadt & Shmidt 1997). The GF has turned

out to be a fragment of �rst-order logi with equality

for whih it is espeially easy to on�gure superposi-

tion into an optimal deision proedure. Although the

omplexity issue has been negleted by and large in

the literature on resolution-based deision proedures,

we believe that in most ases of fragments whih are

omplete for a partiular time omplexity lass, the

resolution-based methods an be implemented it this

time bound. (Things are di�erent for spae omplex-

ity lasses suh as PSPACE and loal theorem proving

methods based on resolution and superposition where

the reuse of spae as is standard with tableau methods

is not so straightforward.) The loosely guarded ase

is more triky. However this paper also demonstrates

that the theory of saturation-based theorem proving

is suÆiently developed to be able to solve the prob-

lems without having to deal with tehnially diÆult

proof-theoreti arguments.
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